Create Rugged, Secure
Networks Anywhere
Your business is dynamic and your operations
are mission-critical. Your teams in the field must
be able to securely communicate and get the job
done, no matter where they are or what they’re
trying to accomplish.

Our solutions also include Radio over IP (RoIP) and
Radio over LTE (RoLTE) hardware, so your teams
can communicate from anywhere. Network routing
and multiplexed voice and data ensure that every
communication is secure.

Decisive Technologies makes it easy to extend
secure IT infrastructures beyond the office walls
to enable small, powerful, and fully ruggedized IT
networks almost anywhere.

Create Small, Powerful Field
Networks

With our rugged IT infrastructure solutions, your
teams get convenient and reliable access to voice,
text, and video communications solutions that are
built to support their assignment and your mandate.

Strengthen Field Operations
Our rugged IT infrastructure solutions are engineered
for the toughest challenges. As a result, they are ideal
for deployments and applications where the most crucial
work takes place off-site:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defense
Homeland security
Border security
Law enforcement and tactical surveillance
Public safety
Industrial data collection, sensor control, and
information management

Rely on Clear and Secure
Communications

Clear and secure communications are critical
when your team is on the move and miles — or
worlds — away.
Decisive Technologies provides everything needed,
from handheld devices to field-deployable networking
systems. All of our ruggedized equipment is designed to
meet size, weight, and power (SWaP) requirements, so
teams in the field can keep moving while collecting and
communicating a variety of information.

In field applications, it’s critical that network equipment
be as small as possible without compromising power.
Our half-rack network solutions are 75 percent smaller
than standard models, but have the power needed
to establish field networks in any situation. And our
portable backpack modules are ideal for teams on the
move. These mobile units take advantage of the latest
virtualization technologies to provide secure desktop
infrastructure capabilities anywhere.

Take State-Of-The-Art Technology
to the Field
Decisive Technologies’ rugged IT infrastructure
solutions are based on technically advanced and highly
reliable hardware and software.

Hardware

Software

• 16-core Intel Xeon-based
servers

• VMware Hyper-Converged
Software (HCS)

• Cisco routers and switches

• VMware Virtual SAN

• Uninterrupted power
supply (UPS)

• Data center virtualization

Stay Connected by Video
When you’re in visual contact with your teams, you’re in a far better position to
support their activities in the field.
Our video solutions are ruggedized, yet light and portable. They are available
in a variety of formats — including a miniature HD video option — and are
designed to operate in the most challenging environments.
Choose the video solution best suited to your situation:
• Low-light
• Pinhole
• Mesh-canine
• Body-worn
• Thermal, ultra-rugged

To ensure you always have access to efficient and reliable video streaming,
our video technologies compress video transmissions up to 95 percent for
clear, real-time communications over LTE.

Count on Our Support
Your teams need support at all times and so do you. The right equipment for
the job — and backup options — must be available at all times.
Our IT technicians support you every step of the way. They help you choose
the right combination of hardware, software, and networking technologies to
suit your needs and to support your teams on the ground.

Partner With the IT Infrastructure Experts
At Decisive Technologies, everything we do is designed to optimize
business processes and improve business outcomes for medium and large
enterprises. Our IT infrastructure specialists understand real-world business
challenges and how to address those challenges with Enterprise IT solutions
that are engineered from the ground up and from the inside out to improve
your business.
All of our Enterprise IT Infrastructure solutions are designed to help you reduce:
• Capital expenditures (CAPEX) associated with developing and building
a custom IT infrastructure
• Technical training costs for IT staff
• Support costs
• Ongoing maintenance costs
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